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SPECIAL MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION NO. LOCO/EL RS/SMI/36

1. Title:-

Testing  of  POLARISED Seleniun  surge  suppressor  type  C 125 L of  M/s. 
Vestinghouse used a across rectifier diode on frequency regualators of AEI 
make.

2. Application to class of locomotives:

WCM1 and WCG2 locomotives.

3. Object of Special Maintenance Instrucion:

Railways  have  reported  a  number  of  failure  cases  of  surge  suppressors 
provided across rectiffer diodes for protection. It is, therefore, suggested that 
the  selenium  surge  suppressor  units  should  be  periodically  tested  for 
serviseability and replace, if necessary.

4. Instruction Drawing:   RDSO SK. EL. 3045

5. Instructions:-

(a) Any seleniun stick has a tendency to lose its reverse characteristics when 
stores for long duration or when continuously operated at a voltage lower than 
rated valve. It is, therefore, recommended that in such cases the stacks should 
be re- formed before use upto 600 V as per general instructions contained in 
RDSO/EL.RS/SMI/35-Fig.2. The maximum reverse current after  re-forming 
should not exceed  150 mA.

(b) The polarised surge suppressor stack consists of 24 plates of 22 mm x 22 
mm size, connected in series. Connect the stock terminal marked ‘RED’ to 
positive supply and negative to other extreme and terminal as shown in RDSO 
SK. EL. 3045.

(c) Increase the voltage gradually till the voltmeter reads 600 V. Allow the 
reverse current to stabilise, which may take about 2 to 3 min. and record the 
ameter reading. The reverse leakage current should be less than 15 mA after 
stabilisation at room temperature.

(d) Increase the voltage further till the knee- point, the point beyond which there 
is  a  large increase in  reverse current  with nomical  change in voltage.  The 
recoreded knee point shall not exceed 700 V + 10 V with reverse current of 
approx. 30 mA.



(e) Reject the stack in case the reverse current recorded is more that 15 MA for 
voltage below 600 V and/or knee point is above 700 V+ 10 V.

Warning:-

i) Connect the stack with correctpolarity.

ii) Do not apply voltage directly to the stack.

iii) Take reverse current reading only when it stabilises.

iv) Re-form the stack before test, if necessary. 

v) Do not cannibalise the stack with plates removed from old stacks.

6.  Periodicity of implementation:-

- Initial checking at the time of putting in service and then yearly for the first 
two years.  The stack shall  be checked every six months after  two years of 
service.

7. Agency for implementation:-

Electric Loco Shed and Shops holding WCAM1 and WAG2 locomotives.

8. Distribution:- As per list.
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